[Relationship between one-stop CT spectral perfusion imaging parameters and expression of lymphatic microvessel density and vascular endothelial growth factor-C in axillary lymph nodes of rabbit VX2 breast cancer].
Objective: To analyze the correlation between quantitative parameters of one-stop spectral perfusion computed tomography imaging and the expression level of vascular endothelial growth factor-C(VEGF-C) and MLVD in metastatic lymph nodes of rabbit VX2 breast cancer. Methods: Thirty New Zealand purebred female rabbits were used to establish the lymph node metastasis model of rabbit VX2 breast cancer, one-stop spectral and perfusion CT imaging protocol was performed.The axillary lymph nodes were selected for corresponding image markers. The observed morphology of conventional HE staining and the EnVision method were used to quantitatively analyze VEGF-C expression and calculate MLVD.Pearson linear correlation was used to analyze the perfusion parameters of metastatic lymph node energy spectrum and the correlation of MLVD and VEGF-C expression. Results: Twenty-four experimental rabbits were successfully modeled and performed a one-stop CT scan on the 28th day. A total of 39 metastatic lymph nodes were included. The VEGF-C of metastatic lymph node was 20.0%±2.8%,and the MLVD was 12.5±3.5. There was a positive correlation between BF, AP(λHU), IC(VP), NIC(VP), VP(λHU) of metastatic lymph node and VEGF-C and MLVD (P<0.05). There was a positive correlation between lymph node IC(AP) and MLVD (P=0.027) and no correlation with VEGF-C expression (P=0.386).There was no correlation between BV, NIC(A)P and VEGF-C, MLVD(P>0.05). The correlation between VP(λHU) and MLVD was higher (r=0.448, P=0.001). Conclusions: One-stop CT spectral perfusion imaging quantitative parameters and pathological indicators have a good correlation, and it can reflect lymphatic vessel metastasis in lymph nodes.